
From: Aly Serrano on behalf of Town Council
To: Town Council & Mayor
Cc: Wayne Bergman; Jmurphey@townofpalmbeach.com; Kelly Churney
Subject: Fw: Coyo Taco 12-Restaurant Chain Closes Palm Beach Branch
Date: Tuesday, June 08, 2021 2:56:36 PM
Attachments: CoyoTacoChainClosesPBbranch.pdf

From: Simon Taylor <staylor@simontaylorplc.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 8, 2021 2:17 PM
To: Danielle Hickox Moore; Bobbie Lindsay; Margaret Zeidman; Lew Crampton; Julie Araskog; Ted
Cooney
Cc: Town Council
Subject: Coyo Taco 12-Restaurant Chain Closes Palm Beach Branch
 
******Note: This email was sent from a source external to the Town of Palm Beach. Links or
attachments should not be accessed unless expected from a trusted source. Additionally, all
requests for information or changes to Town records should be verified for authenticity.******
To:  Honorable Mayor and Town Council Members of Palm Beach
I would like to thank Palm Beach Town Council members for listening to residents and not
allowing the restaurant chain Coyo Taco to change its agreement with the Town, in order to
enable the chain to operate its DJ and late night music business model adjacent to residential
areas in Palm Beach.  I understand from a Palm Beach Daily News article that the 12-
restaurant chain has now closed its branch in Palm Beach (see copy of the June 2, 2021 article
attached).
We can all enjoy the many taquerias in cities, towns and byways around the country that
succeed with the quality and variety of their food.  But Coyo Taco’s “fast casual” chain relied
on promoting “what our brand is famous for at our other locations”, according to co-founder
Alan Drummond, who is quoted in the Daily News article stating, “Our brand thrives on
having a D.J. and live music at night.”  I wish Mr. Drummond and his restaurant "brand" co-
founders Sven Vogtland and Scott Linquist well, but I am glad that the Town Council has
vindicated a principle articulated by some Council members, as described in my prior email
below and my June 4, 2020 letter to the Council:  The principle that businesses should not be
allowed to assume that their agreements with the Town, and opposition by residents, can be
treated as temporary annoyances, because a business and its attorneys can simply return to the
Council as many times as necessary to procure changes that the business wants.
I assume that the application by Coyo Taco to amend its Declaration of Use Agreement with
the Town, which was on the Town Council’s June 9, 2021 Agenda, will be withdrawn, now
that the Palm Beach branch of the restaurant chain has closed.
Thanks again.
Sincerely,
Simon Taylor

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Simon Taylor <staylor@simontaylorplc.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 9, 2020, 6:03:32 PM PDT
Subject: Council Should Reject Repeated Re-Application by Coyo Taco for DJ Late-Night Adjacent to
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Residences (Application Z-19-00211)
To:  Honorable Mayor and Town Council Members of Palm Beach
Subject:  Repeated Application for Three-Times-a-Week DJ for Coyo Taco (Zoning Case No.
Z-19-00211)
I hope you have been well and safe.
I am sending you an updated letter opposing the repeated attempt by the Coyo Taco restaurant
to pack people into a bar adjacent to numerous residences in Palm Beach, three nights a week,
drawing a crowd with late-night DJs that have been opposed by residents and previously voted
down by the Town Council.  Please see my letter attached.
Coyo Taco is using the familiar and tiresome tactic of seeking to anchor the debate before the
Council at the pro-development, pro-business extreme, thereby putting pressure on critical
thinkers on the Council to vote in favor of the requested zoning exception in order to avoid
being accused of not being “reasonable” and not “going along” with various aggressive
interests.  In this case, fortunately, some Town Council members have voted on principle
against the repeated attempts by Coyo Taco to wear down the Council and negate residents’
opposition.
We can all enjoy restaurants around the country that serve tacos and other cuisines, drawing
plenty of customers with food that frequently is creative and may offer choices on the
healthier end of the food spectrum.  When a restaurant fails to attract diners on the strength of
its food alone, however, it is not the responsibility of the Town Council to save a struggling
restaurant by waiving zoning requirements to allow a restaurant to use music and a packed
venue to attract a partying crowd to a residential area.
Along with other residents, I again urge the Council to vote against the repeated application by
Coyo Taco for a zoning Special Exception to enable late-night DJs at Coyo Taco, adjacent to
nearby residences.
Sincerely,
Simon Taylor, Town resident
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